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INTRODUCTION

1

What was the ﬁrst mitzvah given to Adam and Eve?
A. Don’t eat from the Tree of Knowledge
B. Eat the fruit from the trees
C. Don’t use the Internet
D. Pray to Hashem

THINK ABOUT IT
2

When Adam and Eve were hungry, they reached out
and picked the luscious fruits oﬀ the trees which were
growing all around them in the Garden of Eden.
Why did Hashem make eating from the trees a mitzvah,
when they would have done it anyway?

What message do you think Hashem was trying to send with this mitzvah?

DEFEND YOURSELF!
3

2

What is the proof that health is not a reason for the kashrus laws?

INTRODUCTION
4

Give two possible reasons for the kashrut laws.

5

You ask your friend (who hasn’t seen Torah Live!) what
marshmallows have to do with kashrus. He doesn’t know
-- but you do. What’s the connection?

CHOOSE IT
6

Which part of a person is most harmed by eating nonkosher food?

A lungs
B stomach
C brain
D soul

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
7

What changes do you think will happen to the soul of a person who eats meat
from animals or birds that kill other creatures?

3

INTRODUCTION
8

The great tzadik, Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi, was ill for 13 years. What does the
Talmud tell us was the reason for his illness?

9

What did Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi do that made him well again?

IMAGINE
10 You are sitting next to your non-religious cousin at a family picnic. He tells you he
read in an article that Judaism is cruel to animals because of the way Jews slaughter
animals (shechitah). What examples would you give him to prove that just the
opposite is true - that the Torah encourages
us to treat animals well? Give 3 examples.
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INTRODUCTION
11

What rule is illustrated by the picture bellow

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
12

Why would a donkey be jealous of a cow, when they
are working together pulling a plow?

13 A Jew wants to plow his ﬁeld with a team of cows and horses working together.
He asks you if it is permitted. What would your answer be?
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INTRODUCTION

WHAT’S THE STORY?
14 Daniel, Chananya, Mishael, and Azarya were young Jews
drafted by Nebuchadnezzar to work for him in his palace.
First they had to have three years of training. During
that time they had to eat the non-kosher palace meals
supplied by Nebuchadnezzar. What’s the rest of the story?

IMAGINE
15

16

6

You are a reporter for the Babylonian Times and have
been sent to cover the story illustrated in the picture
to your left. Write an article that will appear on the
front page and make up an exciting headline for it.

In the stories you wrote about in question 14 and 15, what mitzvah saved them?

MEAT AND MILK

EXPLAIN
YOUR OPINION
1

What name would you choose for
Professor Krumblycorn’s bird?

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
2

How could milk not be kosher?

CHOOSE IT
3

Which verse appears three times in the Torah?
A Don’t cook a goat in its mother’s milk.
B Don’t kill.
C Honor your father and mother.
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MEAT AND MILK

THINK ABOUT IT
4

What might be a reason that we are told not to eat milk and meat together?

KOSHER WISE
5

Your non-Jewish neighbor brings you a box of leftovers from his
party for your pet bull dog named Woof-woof. You open the
box. Yuck! It’s a bunch of leftover cheeseburgers. Woof-woof
has run in, smelling the beef, and is begging for it. Can you
give it to him?

MEMORY CHALLENGE
6

8

What three laws
about the prohibition of meat and
milk are learned
from the Torah repeating not once,
not twice, but three
times (!) not to cook
milk and meat together?

MEAT AND MILK

THINK ABOUT IT
What type of food items are kosher alone, but prohibited
when eaten together?

7

8

In kashrus, what are the three food categories?

IMAGINE
9

You are working for a hotel in Hawaii for Pesach. The people you work for have
sent all their food to the hotel for Pesach from L.A.
To avoid problems, the kitchen has three refrigerators and separate storage
cabinets, one for each food category. They ask you to unload the containers of
food. You start to unpack and want to sort the food into 3 piles -- one meaty
(b’sari), one neutral (pareve) and one dairy (chalavi). Put the foods listed below
that you took out of the boxes into the right pile.
Eggs, yogurt, frozen steaks, ice cream, potato chips, apples, chicken soup, kosher
for Passover brownies, salami
חלב

פרווה

בשר

9

MEAT AND MILK

CHOOSE IT
10 Pareve can be eaten with...

A only meat
B only milk
C either milk or meat

How can you tell if a chocolate bar is pareve?

11

KOSHER WISE
12 You are at a kiddush on Shabbos after davening. Your friend has sushi on his plate
right next to bbq wings, and he is eating them with the same fork! Stop him.
What should you tell him he needs to do to teach him how to eat ﬁsh and meat
properly?
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MEAT AND MILK

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
13

If I take a pot that had become non-kosher and wash it in my dishwasher why
would it still not be kosher?

14 If I washed a pot that had become non-kosher by hand, would it still need to be
koshered?

15 What needs to be done to a pot that has become non–kosher, in order to make
it kosher?

CHOOSE IT
16 What mark would you make on your dairy pots, red or blue?
dairy

dairy
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MEAT AND MILK
17 You have one sink in your apartment. How do you wash your dishes in the

same sink and still keep kosher?

18 On a school trip to Yellowstone Park you sit down next to your

friend at a picnic table for lunch. You can smell your friend’s
lunch -- it’s a salami sandwich. You have a tuna sandwich.
Do you have to move to another table?
What if your lunch was yogurt?

THINK ABOUT IT
19 The family decided to spend Sukkos in Israel. For the ﬁrst Sukkos meal the family
is eating at Aunt Betsy’s Sukkah. This is the ﬁrst time
you have been in her house. After a great meal of
steaks, your mom asks you to help clear the table.
What do you have to ask Aunt Betsy before you
put anything down in her kitchen?
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MEAT AND MILK
CHOOSE IT
20 How long should you wait between eating a hamburger and milkshake?

A 2 hours
B 6 hours
C 4 hours

CHOOSE IT
21 We wait between eating meat and milk because...

A The meat stuck between the teeth needs time to disintegrate.
B We have time to wash the dishes.
C To remind us to keep separate meat and dairy dishes.

YOU JUDGE
22 Right after eating a Hershey’s milk chocolate bar as a quick snack, you pass

your favorite kosher deli and decide to get a pastrami sandwich. How do
you clean your mouth so you can eat the sandwich?

1 Rinse with mouthwash.
2 Floss your teeth.
3 Drink some Coke and eat a pickle.
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MEAT AND MILK
KOSHER WISE
23 The rule “drink and eat something pareve” is for when you want to...

1 eat meat after a milky food such as cottage cheese.
2 eat a milky food such as cottage cheese after meat.
3 eat meat after drinking a glass of milk.

KOSHER WISE
24 In order for the tastes of meat and milk to mix we need...

1 electricity.
2 heat.
3 light.

KOSHER WISE
25

14

You open the fridge and see that the milk container
was leaking. There is milk on your leftover
hamburgers. How can you make the hamburgers
kosher again?

SIGNS OF KOSHER ANIMALS
1

The signs of a kosher animal are...

1 Split hooves and chews its cud.
2 Fur and horns.
3

Gives milk and split hooves.

4 Chews its cud and its meat is red.

COMPARE
2

Both a camel and a cow have split hooves but a camel is not
kosher. Why not?

CHOOSE IT
3

A kosher animal will eat, bring up what is in its stomach, rechew it, and
swallow it again. What is this called?
A Chewing hay
B Swallowing cud
C Chewing its cud
D Chewing gum
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SIGNS OF KOSHER ANIMALS
4

Which of these wild animals is kosher?

Rhinoceros

Giraﬀe

Elephant

Hippo

EXPLAIN
YOUR OPINION?
5

These animals and birds are not kosher -- lions, tigers, eagles, vultures. These are
kosher -- sheep, chickens, goats, giraﬀes, turkeys.
In your opinion, what might be a reason that we were commanded to eat
kosher (besides, of course, that the Torah says so!) ?

EXPLAIN
YOUR OPINION?
6

16

Everyone knows pigs are not kosher. What is it about pigs that might be a
reason we should not eat them?

BIRDS
IMAGINE
7

You are a mashgiach (kashrus inspector) who was sent to
Venezuela, South America. A bird is shown to you that you
never saw before. It is a great delicacy in Venezuela and a
businessman wants to make it available for Jews in America. You
check the bird and ﬁnd a crop, an extra toe, and a gizzard that
can be peeled. What else do you have to check before you can
determine if the bird is a kosher bird?

THINK ABOUT IT
8

Make a list of all the birds you know are kosher because they are found in kosher
butcher shops and are on the menu of kosher restaurants.
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FISH
9

The signs of a kosher ﬁsh are:

10 Can you eat a frozen, whole, skinned ﬁsh that
has ﬁns?

11

Can you eat a frozen piece of ﬁsh that has
scales, but no ﬁns?

12 Can you eat a ﬁsh that was born with scales and lost them later?

18

FISH
13 A ﬁsh that is born with scales but loses them later, and you caught it when it has
no scales any more - can you eat it?

IMAGINE
14 Your cousin John is becoming more religious. He tells you that he started eating
kosher but because he lives in Colorado, in a city with no kosher stores, it’s a real
challenge. John decided not to eat non-kosher meat anymore but buys kosher
ﬁsh like salmon in the local ﬁsh store. He is very proud that he doesn’t buy shrimp
and lobster anymore from the store like he used to.
A. Explain why your cousin (who thought he was doing the right thing) is
still not eating kosher.

B. Advise John on how to ﬁx the problem
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LOCUSTS
15

A Yemenite Jew is your tour guide in Israel. As your group is
hiking through the hills he points to what looks to you like a
grasshopper. He tells you it’s a kosher locust that he remembers
his parents giving him to eat as a snack. You can be sure that
when you pick up the locust for a closer look it will have

A. How many legs?
B. How many jumping legs?
C. Wings that cover (most, all, or none )

of its body

EXPLAIN
YOUR OPINION?
16 Your Moroccan mother-in-law has just served you a heaping plate of BBQ kosher
locusts. She tells you how hard she worked preparing them just for you. Should
you eat them?
What if you are visiting her for Pesach and she serves you a plate of hot corn on
the cob with a side dish of steaming rice. Should you eat them?
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VEGETABLES AND INSECTS
THINK ABOUT IT
1

A microchip is something small and has a great impact. Think of anything else
that is powerful and comes in small packages (besides your kid sister)
and list below.

COMPARE
2

A pig and a bug
A. How many prohibitions are there for eating pork?
B. How many prohibitions are there for eating a bug?
C. How many prohibitions are there for eating a dead bug?

EXPLAIN
YOUR OPINION?
3

Why did the Torah have to warn us so many times that we should not eat
bugs?

CHOOSE IT
4

There are ﬁve transgressions for someone who eats a…
A centipede.
B bee.
C water bug.
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VEGETABLES AND INSECTS

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
4

Why do I have to check for bugs in my vegetables when there are government
laws and health codes that make it illegal to sell fruits or vegetables that have
bugs?

YOU JUDGE
5

As you push your shopping cart through the fruit and vegetable aisle you decide
you will only buy things that are clean of bugs -- items you know you would not
even have to ask a rabbi about. Which of the following items would you put in
your shopping cart?
Blueberries
Bananas
Pineapple
Pears
Potatoes
Corn
Cherries
Strawberries
Cauliflower
Asparagus
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THE KOSHER SYMBOL
COMPARE
How is the food we eat today diﬀerent from what
people ate a hundred years ago?

1

2

Give an example of a substance added to food that will not
be listed on the package as an ingredient.

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
3

Why do we need kosher symbols on the food we
buy?

DEFEND YOURSELF!
4

Your friend Kevin oﬀers you a red sucking candy. You ask him if it has a kashrus
symbol and he says no. Kevin tells you that it’s kosher because it’s only sugar
and there is no meat or ﬁsh in it. You still refuse to eat it. Kevin calls
you a fanatic. Defend yourself! Explain why the candy may not be
kosher.
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THE KOSHER SYMBOL

5

E904

6

The kashrus supervisor ﬁnds the bakery he is inspecting
is adding E904 to its chocolate to make a shiny glaze for
donuts. The kashrus supervisor will not give the bakery
kashrus certiﬁcation because E904 is made from...

The Really Jewish Food Guide is a

1 Kids cooking magazine
2 Cook book
3 Listing of kosher food

EXPLAIN
YOUR OPINION?
7

24

Skittles are not kosher. Why not, since they are only chocolate covered with a
shiny ﬂavored glaze?

THE KOSHER SYMBOL

8

What kind of emulsiﬁers would you advise a company
to use if it wants to receive kosher certiﬁcation?

1 Fish oil based

KOSHER
CERTIFICATE

2 Vegetable oil based
3 Animal fat based

9

תשע“ב

In a supermarket you will see cans of Heinz pork and beans being sold, as
well as OU-certiﬁed vegetarian Heinz beans. Both are made in the same
plant on the same equipment. What does the
OU need to do to the non–kosher equipment
every time Heinz makes kosher beans?
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THE KOSHER SYMBOL

SUPER CHALLENGE
10 Take a look at this menu of pareve foods available in a non- kosher restaurant.
Vegetarian salad
Tomato omelet
Strawberry and pineapple fruit salad in wine
McDonalds french fries
Baked salmon
Fresh oven baked bread
Chocolate glazed strawberry short cake

From the list below choose which kashrut problems apply to
each food on the menu and write the correct letters next to the
food on the menu.
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A

Not bishul Yisroel (food not cooked/baked by a Jew)

B

Oil for frying/greasing pan contains non-kosher animal fat

C

Eggs need to be checked for blood spots

D

Pots had non-kosher ﬁsh cooked in them

E

Non-kosher wine

F

Food contains ﬂavorings

G

Food may be infested with bugs

Notes
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Notes
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